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snails! Most frail folk will scream and run away. But if you're brave enough to look closer, then it’s time to discover what slugs do with their slime, why flies throw up
on your tea, how insects drink your blood and how a praying mantis bites its victim’s head off!
Space, Stars and Slimy Aliens-Nick Arnold 2018-03 HORRIBLE SCIENCE: SPACE, STARS AND SLIMY ALIENS is a bursting space-hopping book of stunning science.
Zoom to the stars with Oddblob the alien, and take part in a spacewalk that's out of this world and learn what the moon smells like. Find out all the horrible facts about
space like which astronomers killed people and why space makes your guts explode! Zoom around the planets, learn which galaxies eat each other, and see if you can
spot a little green man while you're there!

Really Rotten Experiments-Nick Arnold 2014-05-01 Really Rotten Experiments is packed with loud, noisy, wet and soggy experiments that are guaranteed to give
kids an appetite for scientific discovery. Along the way they will find out who invented pong-free underpants, find out which strange scientists ate tadpoles for tea and
discover a revolting recipe for green slime. With crazy cartoons, queasy quizzes and a terrible term at Rotten Road School, Really Rotten Experiments is simply oozing
with info! Redesigned in a bold, funky new look for the next generation of Horrible Science fans.

Horrible Science: Evil Inventions-Nick Arnold 2014-05-01 Evil Inventions is full of the most gruesome gadgets and murderous machines ever created. Discover why
someone invented the bottom-stabbing bike saddle and why you would need a toilet snorkel! Redesigned in a bold, funky new look for the next generation of Horrible
Science fans.

Nasty Nature-Nick Arnold 2018-03 All the animals in HORRIBLE SCIENCE: NASTY NATURE are the deadliest, most disgusting and nastiest things that nature has to
offer! So only read on if you're ready to find out: how vampire bats slurp blood, what a singing gorilla sounds like, how to dodge a man-eating tiger and which Japanese
fish dish can kill you. Redesigned in a bold, funky new look for the next generation of HORRIBLE SCIENCE fans.

Horrible Science: Space, Stars and Slimy Aliens-Nick Arnold 2014-05-01 HORRIBLE SCIENCE: SPACE, STARS AND SLIMY ALIENS is bursting a space-hopping
book of stunning science. Zoom to the stars with Oddblob the alien, and take part in a spacewalk that's out of this world and learn what the moon smells like.
Redesigned in a bold, funky new look for the next generation of HORRIBLE SCIENCE fans.

Renegade Rule-Ben Kahn 2021 "The Manhattan Mist have beaten the odds to land themselves in the national championships for Renegade Rule, one of the hottest
virtual reality games in existence. But they're in for competition fiercer than they ever imagined, and one team member's entire future could be at stake. Four queer
female friends will have to play harder than ever against self-doubt, infighting, romantic distraction, and a slew of other world-class teams if they hope to become
champions"--

The Stunning Science of Everything-Nick Arnold 2005 Science with the squishy bits left in! 'The Stunning Science of Everything' is just what it says - a stunning
gruesome guide to everything! Get set for a whirlwind tour of science - from the tiniest thing you can think of, to the universe that's bigger than you can ever imagine.
You'll find out why you're breathing in dinosaur burps, what poos in your bed 20 times a day, and what happens when you drop a rabbit through the centre of the earth.
You'll also have the chance to take a gruesome guided tour through the human body, go on the Horrible Science astronaut training course and get the very big picture
with a stunning pull-out timeline of science. Science has never been so horrible!

Out There-Michael Wall 2018-11-13 In the vein of Randall Munroe's What If? meets Brian Green's Elegant Universe, a senior writer from Space.com leads readers on a
wild ride of exploration into the final frontier, investigating what's really "out there." We've all asked ourselves the question. It's impossible to look up at the stars and
NOT think about it: Are we alone in the universe? Books, movies and television shows proliferate that attempt to answer this question and explore it. In Out There
Space.com senior writer Dr. Michael Wall treats that question as merely the beginning, touching off a wild ride of exploration into the final frontier. He considers, for
instance, the myriad of questions that would arise once we do discover life beyond Earth (an eventuality which, top NASA officials told Wall, is only drawing closer).
What would the first aliens we meet look like? Would they be little green men or mere microbes? Would they be found on a planet in our own solar system or orbiting a
star far, far away? Would they intend to harm us, and if so, how might they do it? And might they already have visited? Out There is arranged in a simple question-andanswer format. The answers are delivered in Dr. Wall's informal but informative style, which mixes in a healthy dose of humor and pop culture to make big ideas easier
to swallow. Dr. Wall covers questions far beyond alien life, venturing into astronomy, physics, and the practical realities of what long-term life might be like for we
mere humans in outer space, such as the idea of lunar colonies, and even economic implications. Dr. Wall also shares the insights of some of the leading lights in space
exploration today, and shows how the next space age might be brighter than ever.

Hello, Nebulon!-Ray O'Ryan 2013-04-02 Get to know Galaxy Zack—and his new home planet!—in this start to an out-of-this-world illustrated chapter book series. In
Hello, Nebulon!, Zack makes the big move from Earth. He is already nervous about starting school and making new friends, but it only gets worse when he dreams that
his classmates are slimy aliens with tentacles, pizza comes covered in gross bugs, and he can never communicate with his Earth friends again! Fortunately, when Zack
arrives at Sprockets Academy for his first day of school, he meets and befriends Drake Tucker, a Nebulite boy who also loves to explore and learn about the planets.
Nebulon isn’t as awful as Zack’s dream, but there are a lot of differences between Nebulon and Earth, and they make Zack miss his home in Dubbsville, Texas, even
more. But things start to look up when he receives a mysterious surprise. What could it possibly be? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page,
the Galaxy Zack chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.

The Easter Rising 1916 - Molly's Diary-Patricia Murphy 2016-05-10 Easter 1916. The Great War rages in Europe with two hundred thousand Irishmen fighting in
the British Army. But a small group of Irish nationalists refuse to fight for Britain and strike a blow for Irish freedom. Caught up in the action in Dublin, is twelve-yearold Molly O’Donovan. Her own family is plunged into danger on both sides of the conflict. Her father, a technical officer with the Post Office dodges the crossfire as he
tries to restore the telegraph lines while her wayward brother runs messages for the rebels. Molly a trained First Aider, risks her own safety to help the wounded on
both sides. As violence and looting erupts in the streets of Dublin alongside heroism and high ideals, Molly records it all. The Proclamation at the GPO, the battle of
Mount Street, the arrival of the British Troops. But will Molly’s own family survive and will she be able to save her brother? This is her diary.

Painful Poison-Nick Arnold 2014-09-04 Get ready for a deadly dose of excitement with the petrifying Painful Poison. It's bubbling with killer substances that are
strictly not for the nervous - and will have all kinds of evil effects on you. Discover how you can turn your brother into a zombie slave and why you are breathing poison
right now! Redesigned in a bold, funky new look and illustrated throughout by Tony De Saulles for the next generation of Science fans.

Sounds Dreadful-Nick Arnold 2008 How does a single sound shatter glass? Which sound waves make your guts wobble? Why are farts so noisy? Get all the answers
and more inside this horrible book.

The Gloomy Light-Joshua Alexander 2017-12
Bulging Box of Books-Nick Arnold 2009-08-16 Twenty titles from the best-selling series, presented in a bulging boxed set. Features all the best-selling Horrible
Science titles from A to Z ... well, from Blood, Bones and Body Bits to Vicious Veg.

The Brain-Boggling Body Book-Nick Arnold 2016-01-07 This book isn't just about any body, it's about YOUR body and what it does all day. Meet the shrinking
scientists who are staying with the Normal family \- a perfectly normal family \- and studying how their bodies work. Full of seriously squishy facts, cartoons and
quizzes, it's the ultimate Horrible guide to YOU.

Explosive Experiments-Nick Arnold 2001 Which scientist blew up his barbie in an experiment? Who tried - and failed - to get rid of his fingerprints with acid? How did
scientists track down the chemical cause of cheesy socks? All these questions are answered in the one guide that no aspiring horribe scientist should be without.
Explosive Experiments blows up the red hot details of dodgy experiments that have set the world o science alight! What's more - this book is filled with truly rotten
experiments that can be tried at home. Kids can make their own artificial sick, make the moon shrink and create an underwaterolcano.

Vicious Veg-Nick Arnold 1998 If you think you can stomach the sick side of science, read on as we dig up the dirt on the world of plants. Find out when a fruit is really
a vegetable, how plants keep us from suffocating and what stops trees from falling over. The book includes fact files, quirky quizzes and teacher tests.

Zack & Zoey's Alien Apocalypse: Alien Busting Ninja Adventure-MJ Ware 2013-03-09 When hungry aliens begin their 'rain' of terror, break out the umbrellas--the
aliens can't eat you with an umbrella shoved in their huge mouths. Looking for yummy human tenders, Admiral Nact-bauk invades the local school. Zack and Zoey lead
the counterattack armed with rulers, protractors, and dodge balls. They might have a chance, if Nact-bauk didn't gulp down the only teacher brave enough to stand up
to him. Even worse, he forces Zoey onboard the alien vessel for dinner--along with a bucket of honey-mustard sauce. Zack will do just about anything to save her. If
Principal Blathers won't help, Zack sees no choice but to 'borrow' the principal's car. Chasing the alien saucers, he meets up with a wrinkly WWII hero who thinks he
knows the alien's weakness: electric toothbrushes. Wielding only umbrellas and battery-powered dental weapons, things look grim. Even if the pair manage to rescue
Zoey, there's the small matter of escaping a spacecraft flying at over two hundred miles an hour. Can you say, Jetpacks? Zack & Zoey's Alien Apocalypse is
approximately 17,000 words (similar in length to Diary of a Wimpy Kid) and contains no cursing or strong language.

Lowriders in Space-Cathy Camper 2014-11-04 Lupe Impala, El Chavo Flapjack, and Elirio Malaria love working with cars. You name it, they can fix it. But the team's
favorite cars of all are lowriders—cars that hip and hop, dip and drop, go low and slow, bajito y suavecito. The stars align when a contest for the best car around offers
a prize of a trunkful of cash—just what the team needs to open their own shop! ¡Ay chihuahua! What will it take to transform a junker into the best car in the universe?
Striking, unparalleled art from debut illustrator Raul the Third recalls ballpoint-pen-and-Sharpie desk-drawn doodles, while the story is sketched with Spanish, inked
with science facts, and colored with true friendship. With a glossary at the back to provide definitions for Spanish and science terms, this delightful book will educate
and entertain in equal measure.

Horrible Geography: Earth-Shattering Earthquakes (Reloaded)-Anita Ganeri 2019-08-01 CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF HORRIBLE GEOGRAPHY! Discover what it
takes to be an earthquake expert, learn how to survive when an earthquake hits, and discover how rats and snakes can predict tremors. Filled with hilarious
illustrations by Mike Phillips, HORRIBLE GEOGRAPHY is the perfect escapism from miserable maps, rotten rock piles and dire diagrams. Hold tight!

Shocking Electricity-Nick Arnold 2018-03 Horrible Science: Shocking Electricity is packed with sizzling zap-filled facts to electrify every reader. Children can find out
about the scientist who gave electric shocks to his eyeballs, that lightning can strike you with heat five times hotter than the sun and much more besides!

For the Moon Is Hollow and Aliens Rule the Sky-Rob Shelsky 2014-04-16 Is there a "No Trespassing" sign on the Moon? Have we been warned away from there by
an alien intelligence? Is the Moon hiding a hollow core, one with an alien civilization? Do aliens take to hollowed out worlds out of a very real fear? If anyone DID NOT
BELIEVE our Moon might be hollow, it was UFO Investigator and Author, Rob Shelsky. However, after researching the facts, the author did something he rarely does.
He made a complete about-face on his views regarding The Hollow Moon Theory! Just why did he do this? For a good reason: because the evidence to support the idea
of our Moon being hollow was far greater than he had ever suspected and comes from a wide variety of scientific disciplines and sources. The Author discovered there
is also a veritable avalanche of evidence for the existence of aliens and UFOs being on or in a hollow Moon. If you have ever wondered if the Moon might just be hollow,
after reading this book, For The Moon Is Hollow And Aliens Rule The Sky, you will wonder no more. This book includes evidence for: -- Recorded historical evidence for
our Moon not always having been in our skies. -- Discusses the truth of the Spaceship Moon Theory (Hollow Moon Theory). -- Names the five main theories of our
Moon's origin and what's wrong with them. -- Shows evidence for not just one, but possibly two hollow moons! -- Develops a new theory, that of the Diaspora of alien
civilizations to the stars. -- Bizarre physical oddities about our Moon. -- Strange evidence for alien structures on the Moon. -- Weird events show evidence for aliens and
UFOs in space, in our skies, and on the Moon. -- Convincing evidence and arguments as to just why the Moon is hollow. -- Documented account of aliens and our
astronauts. -- An in-depth discussion of just what all this may mean for humanity? And more! The author builds his case for the idea of our Moon being hollow step by
easy step, and provides information from a wide variety of sources to support this theory. Is our Moon hollow? Do aliens dwell within it? Do such strange beings rule
our sky? The answers all lie in For The Moon Is Hollow And Aliens Rule The Sky, a cutting edge look at all the latest ideas, theories, and facts to support them, as well
as including a new theory of just why it may well be that all intelligent civilizations might take to the stars in hollowed-out worlds! And what fear drives them to do so!
And should we be fearing the same thing?

Microscopic Monsters-Nick Arnold 2014-09-04 Look down your microscope and dare to discover the terribly teeny world of Microscopic Monsters. Discover what
makes our guts a brilliant home for bacteria, how germs make dead bodies explode and which creature lays its eggs between our toes. Redesigned in a bold, funky new
look and illustrated throughout by Tony De Saulles for the next generation of Horrible Science fans.

Killer Energy-Nick Arnold 2014 In 'Killer Energy' readers discover why space loos spray out frozen pee and 'Shocking Electricity' exposes how Hammerhead sharks
use electricity to track its victims. These two titles contain fantastic fact files and quirky quizzes, teacher tests and crazy cartoons.

Chemical Chaos-Nick Arnold 2014 In HORRIBLE SCIENCE: CHEMICAL CHAOS forget the fiendish formulas and take a look at the nasty bits you REALLY want to
know about -the bubbling green mixtures, the vile and poisonous potions, the horrible smells, bangs and blasts. Discover how the first chemists - "alchemists" - really
searched for the Philosopher's Stone, what suspect substances lurk in your school dinner, the sickening stench of the world's worst stink bomb and which awful acids
will eat you alive. Cook up chemical chaos with a gooey book of facts. Brew a potion, wave a test-tube and be blown away by Chemistry! Redesigned in a bold, funky
new look for the next generation of HORRIBLE SCIENCE fans.

Suffering Scientists-Nick Arnold 2010 From amazing Aristotle, to dithering Darwin, to incredible Isaac,and courageous Curie - they're all in Suffering Scientists! The
Horrible Science guide to the most influential scientists in history. Readers will discover brilliant breakthroughs, explosive experiments - and some feeble failures. They
will find out what made Albert Einstein forget where he lived, which female scientist was chopped up into tiny pieces and why Galileo did a torturous strtch on the rack.
With fantastic fact files, curious quizzes and Tony De Saulles' crazy cartoon illustrations - science has never been so horrible!

Mysteries of the Universe: Black Holes-Jim Whiting 2013-07-09 The most fundamental forces at work in our world are some of the most mysterious, and people
have grappled with certain questions for centuries. Mysteries of the Universe tackles eight of the astronomical and physical phenomena that have inspired and
challenged scientists, chronicling the discoveries that have been made and the puzzles that remain. Complicated scientific principles are contextualized with accessible
examples and illustrated with stunning photos, assisting readers in grasping the magnitude of the mystery.

Horrible Histories: Slimy Stuarts (New Edition)-Terry Deary 2016-03-03 I bet you've never even heard of the Stuarts. They don't sound very terrible, do they? But
did you know some slimy Stuarts ate toads, snails and fleas?

Blood, Bones and Body Bits-Nick Arnold 2014-04-01 HORRIBLE SCIENCE: BLOOD, BONES AND BODY BITS is a bone-chilling book of bodies to make kids squeal!
Peek inside to discover all the squishy secrets of your body — including the nasty bits nobody wants to tell you! Find out what happens when a boil bursts. See what
lives in your eyelashes. Gulp at the workings of your disgusting digestion. And discover why corpses need haircuts even after they're dead. This book of squishy,
squelchy and amazing things lets children get the inside story on their insides — if they dare!

Deadly Diseases-Nick Arnold 2014-05-01 HORRIBLE SCIENCE: DEADLY DISEASES coughs up all the disgusting details of the squelchiest sicknesses that mankind
has suffered through. From the cruel common cold to shocking smallpox, see what happens when your body is attacked by germs! Find out which brave nurse drank
diarrhoea, which scientist used eyeballs as food for bacteria, why deadly cholera makes your skin turn blue and how munching maggots can cure flesh diseases! With
sickening sick notes, dreadful disease facts, and lots of vicious viruses to make you vomit, it’ll leave you gagging for more!

Reign of the Anunnaki-Jan Erik Sigdell 2018-09-11 Reveals the ongoing alien manipulation of humanity and how we can break free • Explores how the Anunnaki have
maintained invisible surveillance over us and how they control our development through religion, secret societies, and catastrophes • Reveals how they feed off our
energies and how this ability has allowed them to remain here on Earth as multidimensional entities, enforcing their control invisibly • Explains how they established
religion to control us and how Gnostic Christianity--which came from Christ and not the Anunnaki--offers a way out of their matrix of control Cuneiform texts found on
clay plates in Mesopotamia tell us about an extraterrestrial race, called the Anunnaki, who came from space to exploit our planet. Through genetic manipulation, they
created modern humans from existing earthly life forms to serve them as slaves. They physically left our planet millennia ago, but as Jan Erik Sigdell reveals, their
influence and control over humanity is still pervasive and significant. Sigdell explains how the Anunnaki have maintained invisible surveillance over us as well as
control over how humanity develops, setting limits on our evolution and holding back our development by means of manipulation and catastrophes, including the deluge
immortalized in the Bible and many other ancient myths. He shows how they still manipulate our politics and affairs via secret societies, such as the Illuminati, and the
political elite, such as the Bilderberg Group. Examining ancient descriptions of the Anunnaki as entities that resemble winged reptiles or amphibians, the author also
explores their diet and how they feed off blood and the energies given off by lower life forms, such as humans, when they are expressing extreme negative emotions,
having sex, or dying. This energy-feeding ability has allowed them to remain here on Earth as multidimensional entities, enforcing their control invisibly. He explains
how the Anunnaki established religions as tools for control, setting up the major religions with themselves as “gods” and playing them against each other to keep
humanity’s attention away from ongoing Anunnaki manipulation. They have also hidden from us the existence of the true highest creator, who created the cosmos as
well as the Anunnaki themselves. The author reveals how the highest creator sent a messenger called Jesus to expose the Anunnaki and show us a way out of their
matrix of control through a spirituality based on love, empathy, and sacred sexuality. But the “god” of the Anunnaki defeated this messenger and replaced him with a
false Christ. This led to the development of Paulinian Christianity under Anunnaki influence, as well as other parallel religions such as Islam, and the suppression and
elimination of the original Christianity, Gnostic Christianity. With the discovery of hidden Gnostic texts and teachings at Nag Hammadi in 1945, the way is now paved
for our release from the reign of the Anunnaki.

Horrible Histories: Gorgeous Georgians-Terry Deary 2015-11-05 Learn all about the Gorgeous Georgians, like their sneaky schemes for hiding personal hygiene
problems and the schoolchildren who went to war with their teachers! With a bold, accessible new look and revised by the author, these bestselling titles are sure to be
a huge hit with yet another generation of Terry Deary fans.

Freaky Peaks-Anita Ganeri 2016-07-07 Take an intrepid adventure among the world's tallest mountains in Freaky Peaks. Get your mittens ready for a thrilling
mountain hike from Everest to Kilimanjaro and beyond! Read about the intrepid explorers who first conquered the heights of the world and try to spot the mysterious
Yeti along the way. With a brand-new cover design, format and inside look for 2016, it's geography with even more gritty bits left in!

Aliens are Coming!-Meghan McCarthy 2009 Recounts the night before Halloween in 1938 when Orson Welles narrated a radio version of H.G. Wells' "War of the
Worlds" and the ensuing panic around the country when radio listeners believed that the country was being invaded by Martians.

Horrible Histories: Ruthless Romans-Terry Deary 2012-07-05 Ruthless Romans reveals the grim goings-on of the greatest empire ever, from the terrible twins who
founded Rome to the evil emperors who made murder into a sport. Read on for gory details about the cruel Colosseum and the people and animals who were massacred
there... and find out how, if you upset them enough, the ruthless Romans would CRUCIFY you. Eeek!

Disgusting Digestion-Nick Arnold 2014-01-02 HORRIBLE SCIENCE: DISGUSTING DIGESTION is full of the stinkiest, smelliest, most gooey and revolting facts about
the human digestive system. Readers can not only find out exactly what goes on inside their stomachs when they eat, but also: which people used to eat their dead
relatives, how food can painfully poison you, what mysterious minerals are found in school dinners and the sickening science of spew. Redesigned in a bold, funky new
look for the next generation of HORRIBLE SCIENCE fans.

Angry Animals-Nick Arnold 2009 Science with the squishy bits left in! Take a walk on the wild side with Angry Animals Dare you discover: * who made false teeth for
an elephant? * where you can find dragons with bad breath? * which scientist ate a poisonous snake for dinner? If you think you can stomach the sick side of Science,
then read on as we go on the hunt for the cruellest creature of them all. Get to grips with gruesome grizzly bears, wolf down some facts about, er, wolves and snap up
some savage shark stories. With fantastic fact files, quirky quizzes and crazy cartoons, Angry Animals is a book to sink your teeth into! Science has never been so
horrible!

Surviving in the Wilderness-Kristin Marciniak 2014-03-01 Would you eat a giant spider? Would you eat cooked spider eggs? What if you were starving to death?
People stranded for long periods of time in the wilderness face questions like these. But sometimes no food to eat is the least of people's worries. How long could you
survive in a barren landscape with no shelter and a fractured skull? See how these survivors did it.

Blood-Curdling Box of Books-Terry Deary 2016-10-06 All the foul favourites from the Horrible Histories series presented in a blood-curdling box with flip-top lid.
Contains twenty books and includes the Rotten Romans, Terrible Tudors and Awesome Egyptians.

Ugly Bugs-Nick Arnold 2014-06-01 HORRIBLE SCIENCE: UGLY BUGS lifts up the stone on the creepy-crawly world of insects. You don't have to go very far to find
them. Pick up any stone, look into any corner, and a hideous creepy-crawly thing is bound to squirm out! Huge hairy spiders! Wriggly centipedes! Slimy slugs and
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